Frozen Freezie Holder

Frozen fingers, no more! Hold on tight to your frosty treat with this colourful, stylish freezie holder!

SUPPLY LIST

- Felt
- Hot Glue Gun/White Glue
- Foam
- Scissors
- Ruler

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Choose a colour of felt. Measure a strip that is 12 centimeters wide and 23 centimeters tall. Use the scissors to cut this piece of felt.
2. Fold your piece of felt in half width-wise so that it creates an open tube which is 6 centimeters wide.
3. Depending upon your preference, use either a hot glue gun (be careful! An adult may want to assist with this step) or white glue to seal the bottom and side of the tube. If you used white glue, you will need to leave your tube for a while to dry.
4. While your tube is drying, you can begin to make decorations for it! Think of your favourite things about summer or frozen treats, and use those ideas to inspire your design! Cut shapes or letters out of foam to be glued on your tube!
5. Use glue to attach your decorations to your tube.
6. Once it's dry, put a freezie inside and enjoy your treat!

TIP

What fun is just one freezie – share the joy with everyone! Make more freezie sleeves for your friends, and share in your frozen treats together!

For more Activity Station crafts, visit the Kids section of our website at childrensmuseum.com.